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Scierice

in the Public Forum: Keeping It Honest

The deebate on most matters at the intersection of science and society is largely conduacted in the public, not the scientific, forum. When scientists express

.i.

OlflOfl ,on scientific matters in the public forum they are not subject to the
sanction Is that regulate opinions expressed in the usual channels of scientific
communiication. Because these traditional sanctions do not operate, the extra-

scientifiC debate often tends to be irresponsible scientifically: lower standards of
proof arre demanded in the public than in the professional debate, and half-

truths arre too often perpetrated on the public by scientists.
This t(;endency seems to me to be increasing. For example, in a recent article
in a maggazine devoted to science and public policy a physicist implied that nuclear we;apons might detonate the atmosphere-when, in fact, this was shown to
be a noniproblem some 25 years ago. Or consider the current debate on nuclear
rwo petitions, one pronuclear and the other antinuclear, were signed by
s. Presumably, in signing the petitions, the scientists were implying that
ssessed sufficient technical knowledge to make judgments on nuclear
How many of the signers of either petition had studied nuclear power
tly to have a responsible scientific opinion on this complex issue?
a for greater responsibility on the part of scientists when they engage in
debate in the public forum poses serious practical, even epistemologstions. How can one know, when two scientists disagree on a scientific
whether it is because the issue is really beyond the proficiency of science
ise one scientist has investigated the matter more thoroughly than the
ome scientific issues can be unequivocally answered by science; others,
most that are at the junction between science and policy, cannot-eiause science has not progressed sufficiently (as in the debate on deple:he ozone layer) or because the issues are unanswerable in principle (as
the case with respect to long-term prediction of climatic changes). It
me that the scientist must be beyond reproach in doing his homework
hly whenever he makes scientific judgments, and he must delineate as
as possible where science ends and what I call trans-science begins. If
,es for fewer one-armed scientists and more scientists who say "I don't
this is a hardship that Senator Muskie (who seeks more scientists willeak with certainty) simply must accept.
ometimes suggested that when scientists participate in nonscientific dewhich they claim special expertise, their obligation to speak responsibly
ater or lesser than that of a lawyer or a politician. But science is special
unlike law or politics, it deals with verifiable knowledge. Scientific
of arriving at the best approximations to truth are known and tested. If
allow themselves the right to speak sloppily on science in the public
think that this habit could gradually encroach upon the scientific fo-

ve imagine mechanisms for injecting more responsibility into the scienate when it is conducted outside the scientific forum? Several suggesve been made. For example, Arthur Kantrowitz has proposed a quasiscientific body that would conduct inquiries into conflicting scientific
The Operations Research Society of America, a few years ago, estabspecial panel to investigate contradictory technical assertions made by
s in the debate on deployment of antiballistic missiles. Committees on
ow exist within many professional societies. Should similar committees
p by scientific societies?
iAAS is a natural focus for these concerns. I would hope that the offiImembers of the AAAS could exchange ideas on how to make the scilebate in the public forum more responsible. Out of such an exchange
Dme better mechanisms for keeping our science honest, even when it is
ject to the usual sanctions of the scientific community.-ALVIN M.
RG, Director, Institute for Energy Analysis, Post Office Box 117, Oak
rennessee 37830

